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Get this from a library! The indiscernible movement. [Aude; Jill Cairns] -- Winner of the Governor General's Award for
fiction in , the work of Quebec writer Aude is now available to English readers for the first time.

The Houthi rebels have been at war with the Yemeni government almost constantly since In the first six
years, the Houthis fought an increasingly effective guerrilla war in their mountainous home provinces, but
after , they metamorphosed into the most powerful military entity in the country, capturing the three largest
cities in Yemen. The Houthis quickly fielded advanced weapons they had never before controlled, including
many of Iranian origin. The Houthi clan are sadah descendants of the prophet , and their modern patriarch was
a respected religious scholar, Badr al-Din al-Huthi, an influential preacher until his death by natural causes in
The Zaydi revival was part social-revolutionary and part sectarian, calling for a reversal of government neglect
of rural northern Yemen and limitation on the cultivation of anti-Zaydi salafism in the area. By , the same
organization was able to fight the Yemeni government to a standstill in four provinces, seize and hold strategic
towns, force entire surrounded brigades into surrender, and carve out tactical footholds inside Saudi Arabian
border settlements. The first was to progressively alienate Zaydis. During the fourth war January 27 â€” June
17, , the Houthis developed the defensive resilience to fortify and defend towns against armored attacks using
mines, RPGs, and Molotov cocktails. They also mounted larger storming attacks on government complexes,
sometimes in company-sized i. The Houthis also initiated offensive raids into Saudi Arabia, undeterred by an
unparalleled level of air surveillance and bombardment. In a first step toward state capture, as one of the
anti-government protest factions, the Houthi movement coopted officials within the transitional governing
structure, particularly the Ministry of Defense. The Houthi movement also worked with the ousted Ali
Abdullah Saleh to position itself for the takeover of the capital, which eventually unfolded as a smoothly
executed coup on September 21, Intercepted by the U. The Ansar Allah War Machine: Though most of these
offensives failed to fully dislodge the defenders, the effort was an indication that the Houthi military was a
much larger and more capable organization than it had been in Another factor that supports the sustainment of
so many battlefields simultaneously is the very low force-to-space ratio that Ansar Allah employs, in part to
mitigate the effects of total enemy air superiority. Fortification and defensive minefields are the cornerstone of
this effort. Trench systems continue to evolve, now including zig-zagging lines to limit lateral spread of
explosions ; mortar pits with removable camouflage lids; arms caches and communications hubs at key
junctions; and solar-powered communication systems. Decoys and smoke canisters are used to complicate air
surveillance and targeting. The Houthis are effective at reducing signatures that could betray their location.
Emissions control has become good since , with limited use of electronic communications other than
low-power Motorola phones. The moving troops will often not have weapons, which complicates the positive
identification requirements of air targeting, and will instead link up with cached weapons at the frontline.
Their aim, which they have reached with a high amount of success, is to be indistinguishable from civilians.
To aid the economy-of-force effort, all defensive positions are covered by chaotically laid harassment
minefields and trip wires, and any lost ground will be hastily booby-trapped before evacuation, even civilian
homes, farms, and schools. Each fighter might have a one- to three-kilometer front to defend, and will be
expected to defend the area successfully or die trying. Houthi fighters use Captagon-type amphetamine-based
stimulants to reinforce morale in battle and use female contraceptive pills to aid blood-clotting if wounded.
The set-up does not appear to be greatly different in urban defense schemes, with the Houthis preferring to
defend locales with long lines of fire rather than manpower-intensive street-by-street defenses. Sometimes a
veteran tactical reserve akin to a quick reaction force is kept back with the local area leader. In Aden at the
start of the war, weak resistance forces backed by less than 10 UAE Special Forces blunted numerous Houthi
battalion-sized assaults aided by pro-Houthi Republic Guard elements with tanks. This last case is a rare
example of Ansar Allah using one of its named elite unitsxâ€”in that example, the Katibat al-Mawt Death
Brigade 69â€”to attempt an operational maneuver. Houthi forces have achieved great tactical success against
Saudi border posts through offensive mine-laying on supply routes and ATGM strikes on armored vehicles
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and outposts. The clearest example of this is the Burkan 2-H medium-range ballistic missile, which the
Houthis have used since May to strike Riyadh and Yanbu, around miles distant from launch points in northern
Yemen. In January , the U. Wreckage from 10 Burkan missiles suggests that they were smuggled into Yemen
in pieces and welded back together by a single engineering team, whose fingerprint non-factory welding
technique was found on all the missiles. First, there was no apparent learning curve that would suggest
experimental deployment of entirely new rockets and missiles. Since , Ansar Allah has attacked shipping with
naval mines and anti-ship missiles that were already in the Yemeni arsenal,ag to which it has added the use of
boat-mounted ATGMs. In Hodeida, a drone workshop operates, drawing on a supply of rolls of fiber-glass to
make airframes. The Houthi family has proven to be politically prodigious and very adept at seizing
opportunities. It does not feel defeated. The Houthi movement has proven itself to be a very tough military
opponent. Fourteen years of conflict has strengthened it, and it thrives under the conditions of war. Iran does
not appear to control the Houthi leadership, but it did ramp up its support to the Houthis at precisely the
moment that their ambitions broadened not only to control northern Yemen but also to build defensive
bulwarks far outside the traditional Zaydi heartland. But Iran has provided critical aid in allowing the Houthis
to slow down the Gulf-backed Yemeni government recapture of terrain. The relationship between Iran and the
Houthis could remain transactional or it could deepen. He has traveled extensively in Yemen since , including
periods embedded with a variety of security forces. He has visited all the Houthi frontlines during three
research trips in Knights has written for the CTC Sentinel since The Huthi Phenomenon Santa Monica:
RAND, , p. A History of the Houthi Conflict Oxford: Oxford University Press, , p. See Brandt, Tribes and
Politics in Yemen, p. In , the PSO released all of the Lebanese foreign nationals it was holding for suspicion of
ties to Lebanese Hezbollah. Author interview, Yemen expert A, spring It has a crew complement of 20 but
usually has around 60 personnel on board, many of whom wear Iranian naval uniforms, despite the fact that
the ship is registered as a civilian vessel. The ship has signals intelligence domes and antennae. It is visited by
all Iranian ships moving through the Red Sea, nominally to coordinate anti-piracy measures. At least three
speedboats are based on deck, which are used to ferry personnel to Yemen. The author interviewed a number
of Gulf coalition naval personnel with regard to Saviz and reviewed imagery of the vessel. Author interview,
Gulf coalition naval personnel. Author interview, Yemen economic experts B and C, spring See Salmoni,
Loidolt, and Wells, pp. Yemeni commanders describe burying around Houthi fatalities and capturing 60
wounded fighters. The Houthi troops, largely described as teenagers, were repelled with very heavy use of
airpower. The author worked in Yemen previously during the fourth and fifth Houthi wars and gathered some
of this data during interviews then, backed up by further interviews of Yemeni commanders on the Nahim
front in Author interview, Gulf coalition explosives ordnance technicians. The United Nations confirmed that
Iran produced the components used in the Burkan-2H, and these components are not owned by any country
other than Iran. The creation of an entirely new extended range version of the Qiam-1, and its smooth
operational adoption in Yemen, suggests four to six months of development work in Iran, followed by the
training of Yemeni or Iranian assemblers and operators for what was a new weapons system. Author
interviews, three weapons inspectors with direct access to multiple Burkan 2H missiles.
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With a writing style that takes a profoundly unblinking look at the disturbing or trifling movements of the soul, she uses
unambiguous, cutting edge language, in which everything matters, and always will.

I guess [Me Too hashtag ] is not the primary topic. Paintspot above or MeToo hashtag without the space.
Weinstein effect Requested move 9 December similar issue for a different term , and Merging Weinstein
effect article to this article? Would support a move to Me Too campaign , but that should be a separate
discussion, imho. I would however support Me Too campaign seems WP: Silence Breakers is another name
for this, just coined by Time magazine. So the long-term-significant-term for this has yet to be confirmed;
"time" will tell whether "Me Too" or "Silence Breakers" or some other term wins out. However, I would
support a move to "MeToo" with the words together because of the hashtag if requested. Please do not modify
it. Subsequent comments should be made in a new section on this talk page or in a move review. No further
edits should be made to this section. See United States Postal Serv. Air Capitol Plating, Inc. National Linen
Service, F. Iowa ; Pennington v. Clayton Industries, WL C. Moreover, this term has never been limited to
harassment based on sex, as Ms. Milano has credited the movement to Tarana Burke, and they both have
become the biggest faces of the movement. So I went to the book and searched for those numbers: Let me go
one by one to verify the information, it may take me a few days to go through all of them but I will do them
all. So far, not a single study actually supports what the books said, and at least one is a completely fake article
that never existed. It lists the following sources for those numbers: The whole study is only words long and it
says nothing about false allegations. The other things will be discussed soon. Emir of Wikipedia talk As
shown here https: The citation is for pages PDF Plantlady talk However I am not sure what exactly you are
doing here. I just thought that the point of Wikipedia is to make sure the facts are presented truthfully, and I
thought if a source was completely disproven that would be enough to keep it off Wikipedia. When you
removed it you only explained in the edit summary about the book, so I thought you might not have looked at
the article. Using the book itself would be WP: What you need is a secondary source that is reliable i.
Volunteer Marek talk Archived from the original on December 26, Retrieved December 26, Investigative
and Forensic Issues in Fraudulent Reports. False accusations of rape. Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality, 7,
An analysis of data on rape and sexual assault: Sexual offenses and offenders. Patterns of genital injury in
female sexual assault victims. American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, , Formal request has been
received to merge Tarana Burke into Me Too hashtag ; dated: No real indication of notability for the
individual besides being the founder of the hashtag. References and notability is against a merge. Rather than
founder, she was one of the guiding lights for the hashtag, which is a separate topic fit for a separate article.
Principle of least astonishment: There is no evidence that this unusual placement of the phrase "me too" is
illustrative of how the phrase is normally used, and it gives the misleading impression that this is the common
placement. Trond Giske, the deputy leader of the Norwegian Labour Party and a former cabinet minister in
Norway, resigned from his political positions on 7 January after being accused of an extensive pattern of
sexual harassment of young women, and of taking advantage of his political positions to make unwanted
sexual advances. Please mention the specific changes in a "change X to Y" format. UNDUE weight because
they are whole paragraphs by individuals, essentially writing their article out for them? Sady Doyle, words.
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For at first he had lain outstretched on the ground, hidden and indiscernible, like those who lie in wait for swamp-game.
We could almost say, not only the same power, but the same sort of power, is indiscernible in Haydn and Mozart.

Tufecki grounds her analysis on her personal experiences as a participant, participant observer, and ally in
several antiauthoritarian uprisings, including the Gezi Park protests in Turkey, the Zapatistas in Mexico, the
Tahrir Square protests in Egypt, and the Occupy movement in the US. Her analysis is further informed by
on-the-ground interviews with activists and protest participants. Tufekci argues that in order to understand the
new movements like the Gezi Park protests of , the Tahrir Square protests of , or the Occupy movement, we
have to comprehend the evolving landscape in which political culture and digital technologies interact in
complex ways. These new movements may be indiscernible from pre-digital protests like those of the civil
rights movements in terms of their visible forms and intermediate outputs e. A key contribution of this book is
the development and application of capacities and signals framework to social movements. Tufekci in
particular highlights three kinds of social movement capacities that are critical to the exercise of collective
power: Seen through the lens of capacity formation, the Tahrir Square protest of had strong narrative and
disruptive capacities but had weak electoral capacity, partly due to the political culture that is rooted in
institutional distrust. Further, Tufekci suggests that how movements signal their capacities to those in power
and how these signals are interpreted matter greatly for movement trajectories. Tufekci traces the power and
weaknesses of newer movements to both the political culture and digital technologies. This reconfiguration
broadly affects not just online activities, but online, offline, and hybrid instantiations of public spheres and
social movement activities. Tufekci approaches social movements as a fight for attention, and conceptualizes
censorship as denial of attention through various means. Focusing on shifts in attention as a key analytical
construct proves to be fruitful in explaining movement trajectories and tactics, as well as government
responses to protests. In the years leading up to the Gezi Park protests, social media provided a means of
bringing attention to news that were denied attention in the mainstream media. Participants in Black Lives
Matter succeeded in shifting the amount of attention paid to police brutality by tweeting images of police
violence. In response, some state actors learned to adjust their tactics for containing the protests over time. In
China, the government employs tactics that deny and divert attention, for example, by flooding public spheres
with other attention-grabbing news in times of protests. Tufekci discusses how modern networked movements,
thanks to social media, can gather momentum and scale up in a matter of few days. In contrast, older
movements like the March in Washington in were organized over long periods of time, during which people
learned to work together, build trust, and develop capacities for collective decision-making. Such weaknesses
are deeply intertwined with the participatory and horizontal culture of modern movements that emphasizes
individual expression and eschews formal organizations. The Gezi Park protests, for example, were leaderless
by design. Many showed up to the protests representing their own voices and selves, and the point precisely
was that they were not being represented by another. When the government of Turkey was ready to negotiate
with the people during the Gezi Park protests, the protesters did not have mechanisms to make demands and
decisions collectively. This thought-provoking book takes the reader through various social movements with
vivid encounters and memorable stories. Tufekci convincingly argues that the defining features of modern
networked movements are not merely by-products of technology, but also deeply rooted in the political
culture. Key contributions of this book include the many concepts and analytical frameworks the author
develops to shed light on longer-term trajectories of networked social movements.
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Jill Cairns is the author of The Indiscernible Movement ( avg rating, 1 rating, 0 reviews, published ), The Whole Man (
avg rating, 0 ratings.

We are currently working on a review of the new version and will also be linking to the Babysense 7 in this
review. It is an excellent, high quality, under the mattress movement monitor, with an easy to use one-button
interface. Easy setup and a single button to set it and forget it make this monitor stand out from the rest.
Babysense eschews bonus features and focuses on simple, reliable function. We love that all of the wires are
hidden under the mattress, and the nursery unit is mounted to the exterior of the crib within easy reach when
putting baby down for a rest or picking up for a midnight feeding. If you want basic, no-frills function, this is
the monitor for you. Our Analysis and Test Results Hisense, the manufacturer of the Babysense 5s released the
first version of the monitor in Over 20 years later, the look of the monitor has changed but the proven
technology remains unchanged. Winner of our Top Pick for Simplicity and Ease of Use, it functions in the
same manner as the Angelcare AC with an under-the-mattress sensor pad detecting movement. This unit is
somewhat unique in the movement monitor marketplace, as it is a medically approved device in the European
Union, Israel, Japan, Korea, and Australia. It is not, however, a medically approved device in United States. In
order to achieve medical certification in the countries that it has, the 5s has had to undergo clinical trials. In a
recent clinical trial that took place in Israel, the Babysense 5s was shown to be effective in detecting both
apnea, and bradycardia with similar accuracy to an electrode based hospital monitor. See the link below for
more information on the clinical trial. The Angelcare AC is more customizable and feature packed, but it is
more difficult to use and less portable. If you are looking for simplicity and reliability, the 5s could be right for
you. Performance Comparison Reliability This monitor proved to be a reliable unit during testing. It scored
slightly lower than the Angelcare AC, because it only has one power source. During testing, we found that a
floor vent close to the crib would create enough external vibration when the heater was on to activate the
sensor and prevent it from alarming. After performing tests outlined in the user manual, we turned the
sensitivity down on the sensor pad but were still getting interference. We had the same experience with the
Angelcare AC, but were able to tune the sensor to prevent interference. After moving the crib over 2 feet we
were able to eliminate interference with the sensor set on the most sensitive setting. The 5s comes with two
sensor pads, and the manufacturer recommends the use of 1 pad until the infant can roll over and move, and
then adding on the second sensor. The loud audio alarm sounds when no movement is detected for 20 seconds,
or movements are less than 10 per minute. We had no false alarms in either configuration once set up
correctly. Ease of Use Here we have the parent unit. The white button in the middle turns the unit on and off.
This is where the 5s truly shines. Set up is easy in either the one or two sensor configuration. Just like the
Angelcare AC, a rigid surface is required for the sensor pad to work correctly, this may require you to cut a
piece of plywood or masonite to fit your crib. The nursery unit is mounted to the exterior of the crib using the
included bracket that relies on the weight of the mattress and the slats on the crib to hold it in place. All wires
are concealed and out of reach under the mattress. Four AA batteries power the unit; battery life was excellent,
lasting nearly 3 months of daily use for both nighttime sleeping and naps. When the batteries get low, a low
battery indicator light illuminates on the nursery unit. There is only one button on the nursery unit, used to
turn it on and off. This is the most simple operation of any monitor we tested. When you turn the unit on, a
blue light begins flashing indicating movement is being detected, and a red light will begin flashing with the
audio alarm in the case that movement is not detected. We like the fact that the nursery unit is mounted to the
exterior of the crib, which keeps it within easy reach when you are putting baby to bed or getting them out of
the crib. Portability The nursery unit mounts to the exterior of the crib for easy access. With less cords and
components than the Angelcare AC, it is easier to pack up and take on the road. The hard surface requirement
for the sensor pads limits its use in travel cribs and hotel cribs, so if you plan to use it on the road, you will
need to check your travel crib for compatibility. Babysense states that it can be used in travel cribs if the
bottom is rigid enough to provide a stable platform. In practice, we did not have much luck using it in the
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travel cribs at our disposal, due to wire routing issues and non-rigid platforms. Despite these drawbacks, it is
still much easier to move around and set up than the Angelcare AC, so if your child spends a significant time
with family or caregivers, or has a crib in another location, it is still a good option. Best Application This
monitor is best suited to stationary use in your home crib. It is however reasonably easy move, so it can be a
good option if your baby moves between cribs at different locations. Please note, it does NOT have a parent
unit, so it is a good option for those who already have a sound monitor, or video monitor and wish to add a bit
more peace of mind with a monitor that also detects movement. Value The 5s is an excellent, high quality
monitor with a price to match. You are paying more for this monitor due to its medical device certification not
certified in the USA and the research and clinical trials that go along with it. It is possible that the internal
components are of higher quality than Angelcare AC, but it is impossible for us to make that determination
based on our testing. In practice, the movement detecting function of the two units was indiscernible. So in
short, the Angelcare AC is a better value. Conclusion This monitor is a great choice for those wanting a simple
monitor that will get the job done. With excellent reliability, high quality and top scores for ease of use, it is a
good choice for those that do not need the sound and temperature monitoring features of the Angelcare AC
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indiscernible â€¢ The crack in the windshield was almost indiscernible. â€¢ Her nod was indiscernible, with no appeal as
to what and whom Ezra wanted to talk about.

A majority of rattlesnake bites happen, not by accident, but because the snake was not allowed to escape, but
rather was wrangled by a shovel or stick, sniffed at by a big wet nose, or swiped at by a fur clad paw. A
majority of rattlesnake bite victims survive, whether it be a dog, cat, or human, because they seek immediate
medical attention. Most dogs are usually bitten on the nose and face because they want to sniff the snake,
while cats are bitten on the paw because they want to swat at the snake. A bite is particularly serious if the dog
or cat has been bitten in the eye, mouth, or ear area because of the concentration of blood vessels. Being bitten
in the chest is also very serious because of the proximity to the heart and other vital organs. Rattlesnakes have
a distinctive triangular shape to their head with a noticeable neck. They also have vertical pupils, whereas
non-poisonous snakes have round pupils and a more streamline design between their head and body. Snakes
will strike again and again, which will make the situation worse if the snake is indeed poisonous. When in
doubt, seek medical attention quickly. If the bite was from a poisonous snake, swelling will be fast and
considerable. Remove anything from your animal that is close to the bite that will restrict circulation, like a
collar or bandana. This includes rings, bracelets, watches, clothing, and shoes for humans. Rattlesnakes can
strike so fast that their movement is indiscernible to the human eye. A rattlesnake does not have to be coiled to
strike. They can strike in any position, but if given enough of a warning they will coil, because this posture
gives them the best striking distance. Often rattlesnakes strike first and rattle after, so do not rely on hearing
them. Rattlesnakes are deaf, so if you hike, carry a stick and use it to announce your path by tapping it on the
ground and poking it ahead of you in overgrown areas. Rattlesnakes are sensitive to vibrations and will get out
of your way if you give them enough warning. Get everyone away from the snake. It is difficult to identify a
snake unless you are an expert. It is not necessary to know what kind of rattlesnake caused the bite. Get
medical help immediately. Animals with the highest mortality rate are small breed dogs and dogs who did not
get medical attention right away. Call your vet en route, so the staff is prepared for you. Cats survive bites
surprising well with immediate medical attention. Keep the pet calm. If possible, carry the animal. The more
activity, the more blood circulation, the faster the toxin will spread through the body. Despite your reflex to
treat the swelling, ice will aggravate the problem. Twenty-five percent of rattlesnake bites are dry, meaning
they release no venom, but it is still prudent to seek medical attention. Do not consider baby rattlesnakes less
of a threat. Baby rattlesnakes can release more venom than an adult because controlling the amount of venom
they release is a skill they develop over time. Your veterinarian may want to give your dog or cat Antivenin. It
is very important to tell your veterinarian if you dog has received Antivenin before. A second dose of
Antivenin carries a higher mortality rate than the snake bite. Antivenin is expensive and should be used in the
most severe cases. Your pet will be put on intravenous fluids and perhaps anti-histamines. The best plan is to
avoid snake bites all together by giving any snake the right of way. Keep your dog by your side when hiking
and carry a staff for announcing your path ahead of you. In fact, some hard headed dogs get bit several times a
season because they just cannot learn to leave the snake alone. There is a vaccination against rattlesnake bites,
but its use is limited because it is so new. Do not assume that no rattlesnakes live in your area, habitats change
because of land development and fluctuations in rodent populations. Be aware and be safe; rattlesnakes are
coming out of hibernation right now.
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In fact, most lenders' rate quotes would be indiscernible from yesterday's. The absence of movement could be good or
bad, depending on your perspective. On a positive note, the absence of movement.

Even for watch dealers, the occasion to see and admire such an exceptional horological object as the reference
is rare. As far as minute repeaters are concerned--Patek Philippe is the most hallowedâ€¦ As far as models are
concerned--the is the most coveted. Automaticâ€¦perpetualâ€¦and minute repeating--all housed in a massive
Calatrava case. Production was low, and only six s were made in rose gold. I have heard it said that to
understand women, it is better to spend ten years with the same woman, than to spend ten years with a
different woman each night. So it is with collecting fine watches. A collector can own hundreds of watches
over a lifetime, and not understand horology as well as he or she will by owning one watch as magnificent as
this This particular watch is in a class of its own, even in the Patek world. Case is polished 18k rose gold with
dimensions of 36mm diameter by 12mm thick. Sapphire crystals front and back. Condition is indiscernible
from new, with perfect uncompromised steps on the lugs. Importantly, JPH did not make all cases, only a
handful of them. The reference is the last minute repeater watch with JPH cases. Please refer to the picture
below of the hallmark on the lug. Philippe Stern believes that rose gold produces the best repeater tone due to
the porosity of the copper alloys. Stern reserved the rose gold minute repeaters for his best customers. Patek
customers likewise consider the rose gold repeaters to have the best tone and consider them the most desirable
repeaters. Dial is solid gold, with silvered color, and applied rose gold stick markers and dauphine hands.
Movement also features 39 jewels, self-compensating free-sprung balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism
and in 5 positions, and stamped with the Geneva Seal. The caliber also features a 22k micro rotor with hand
guilloche. Movement is constructed from individual parts. Watch is indiscernible from new and will be
delivered with second case back also bearing the JPH hallmark , setting stylus, box and papers.
Chapter 7 : PATEK PHILIPPE R MINUTE REPEATER PERPETUAL 18K ROSE :: All
Movement Little do we know that movements indiscernible by the human eye can impact a laser's output. These
micromovements, which are a daily occurrence in real-world scenarios, will pose a challenge, especially at greater
distances.

Chapter 8 : Rattlesnake Bites in Dogs & Cats | Tenaker Pet Care
It's great to have a new voice at Cantor and certainly with all the [indiscernible] movement going on in the sell-side. It's
great to have you back online. But we're happy to be here today.

Chapter 9 : USArray Wave Visualizations | IRIS
So far, however, are objects discernible in the pure atmosphere of these elevated plains, that, from the place where they
first descried the main mountain, they had to travel a hundred and fifty miles before they reached its base.
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